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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND IMPACTS 
Proposed Technology: The principle idea is to save energy by passively storing “cold” 

freezing water in the winter to cool homes in the summer. The idea was demonstrated by T. Tay-
lor in Princeton in 1980 with a thousand tons of ice in a pond passively cooling buildings for a 
full summer.  One downside is the space required to store large amounts of ice.   Based on the 
heat of fusion for ice the average home (e.g. in Philadelphia) requires about 6000 gallons of ice 
— about the size of a garden shed.  This estimate includes the loss of ice during storage with 
only 6” of standard foam insulation.  While not suitable for high cost per sq ft urban areas,  it 
could work in suburban or rural areas. With current green trends in society, what was once too 
ugly to be adopted for homes (like roof solar panels) is now gaining wider acceptance. Such 
structures could be a badge of honor proudly displayed. If necessary, underground storage is also 
a higher cost option. 

The critical function required to achieve passive seasonal cooling is the rapid removal of heat 
from water into the cold winter air to form ice.  In the warmer AIA climate zone 4, there are few 
times when the winter nights go below 0C. For example, in all of 2019, Blacksburg South Car-
olina had about 350 hours below 0C with an average of -2.3C.  In the winter night, the amount of 
thermal sink available is nearly infinite so the issue is not the efficient generation of thermal dif-
ferences, ΔT, as is standard in refrigeration, but high heat transfer rates, . Thanks to the second 
law of thermodynamics, no added energy is theoretically needed to move this heat into the cold 
air. However, passively achieving high  at low cost is the technical challenge. 

Heat pipes present some of the highest passive heat transfer rates, but are often designed for 
either high power at large ΔT  (typically > 30C) or for very small (cooling micro-electronics) low 
power applications.   We need building scale, high heat transfer rates at low ΔT (< 5C).   To 
achieve large  out (e.g. during cold nights) yet almost no heat transfer in (e.g. during warmer 
temperatures) we can use a heat pipe based thermal diode  optimized for low ΔT for which we 1

have a patent in process. Like high ratio thermal rectification tunable thermal conductivity mate-
rials, the device passively allows heat to be transferred in only one direction (e.g. out of the water 
into the air) so ice can form during cold winter nights, while blocking heat during warm days. 

To freeze 6000 gallons of water in Philadelphia in the available 600 winter night hours, we 
need a  of about 3400W which is high for a passive device that fits inside a garden shed with 
ΔT of 2.5C. One way to do this is to use a thermosiphon system that includes mechanisms for  
enhanced nucleate boiling regimes with wall superheat ranges of 2-5C. While researchers have 
attained this level of enhanced boiling using a variety of passive surface conditioning methods, 
doing this at low cost is a challenge. Indeed, finding the exact combination of surface parameters 
(shape, roughness, wetting pattern) and refrigerants is somewhat of an art as a useful model that 
characterizes enhanced boiling phenomena for vertical pipe flow has not been found.  Instead we 
will leverage probabilistic machine learning to build data-driven surrogate models and optimize 
them via Bayesian optimization in order to efficiently explore the design space and identify high-
performance configurations. Our search space will be defined by a set of input design variables 
that control surface features. This coupled with new copper-based 3D printing will accelerate the 
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 Wehmeyer, Geoff, et al. "Thermal diodes, regulators, and switches: Physical mechanisms and potential ap1 -
plications." Applied Physics Reviews 4.4 (2017): 041304.
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optimization and discovery process. The effectiveness of this machine learning approach to de-
sign optimization has already been demonstrated across diverse applications , including nanos2 -
tructures for phonon transport, low-thermal-conductivity compounds among others. 

Current Technologies: While there are many thermal storage technologies that use phase 
change materials, the applications for most are daily or short term. The technology for seasonal 
storage most similar to our concept is the ground source heat pump (GSHP), but focused just on 
cooling — perhaps half the GSHP market. GSHP’s have costs on the order of $20-30K. They last 
25 to 50 years and have relatively low running costs. Our initial prototypes use low-cost refriger-
ants, copper tubing and some off the shelf valves. We expect the at-scale bill of materials for a 
home in Philadelphia to be about $8K, with the largest cost item being the cistern. Installation 
and delivery may add another $3K. As our system is passive, there are no motors, compressors or 
other high motion components that require maintenance and the lifetime is also 25 to 50 years 
primarily based on the lifetime of the cistern. As the energy and cost savings are higher than 
GSHP each year, the initial and running costs are lower, the system should have better Simple 
Payback than GSHP which is typically 5 to 10 years. GSHPs are expected to be a $2 bil market 
by 2024 with 50,000 units installed each year in the US which we would expect to exceed. 

Energy Savings Impact: The target segment is single family homes in areas that are cold 
enough in winter to freeze water yet warm enough in summer to require AC. This means most of 
AIA climate zones 2,3,4 resulting in Scout report baseline of 1,100 TBtu for 2040.  In the ideal 
case, our technology would require no input energy (no control electronics, no motors, no com-
pressors). So it has the potential to reduce summer cooling energy requirements to zero with a 
COP of infinity, however, it is more realistic to assume the majority of uptake as a replacement 
for chillers using existing air delivery infrastructure. Thus, the Energy Savings Technical Poten-
tial accounting for 14% fan energy is 946 TBtu annually. 

Key Risk: The largest risk is that we will not be able to generate high enough  at low ΔT.  
This risk gets significantly greater as the Climate zone gets warmer. However, critically, we 
know that there are regions where the concept can work with little technical risk, but with small-
er impact. For example, in Boston (AIA Climate zone 2)  the need for AC is not severe, but there 
were 11 days over 90F in 2019.  The shorter Summers mean less volume of ice required. This 
combined with longer Winters (1300 hours below 0C in 2019) means the  required is less than 
a third of Philadelphia. Finally the colder temperatures (there were 500 hours where the tempera-
ture was around -10C) means that achieving nucleate boiling is practical with commercially 
available components. Even Augusta Maine in AIA Climate zone 1 had four days in the 90’s in 
2019 and could find a need for low cost, nearly free energy AC requiring ice storage only the size 
of a hot tub. So getting high enough passive  during the winter in these areas at low cost should 
be straight forward. We have a low risk, low reward, early adoption market to validate and sus-
tain growth as the technology develops to engage the warmer climes.   EERE funding will kick-
start the expansion of the technology and the field testing to enable commercial development that 
will ultimately lead to broader distribution to approach the energy savings potential. 
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 Bonfiglio, L., Perdikaris, P., Brizzolara, S., & Karniadakis, G. E. (2018). Multi-fidelity optimization of super-cavi2 -
tating hydrofoils. Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 332, 63-85.
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ADDENDUM 
The Team is an interdisciplinary mix of engineers and architects contributing the key re-

quired skills from the details of enhanced nucleate boiling research to applications for building 
environments.  The team has about 100 years of combined research expertise that includes ther-
mal design and analysis in buildings, phase change heat transfer, heat pump and refrigeration 
technologies, machine learning based design, and system fabrication and integration. All mem-
bers of the team are either from the MEAM or ARCH departments at Penn or Architecture at 
Princeton. Between MEAM and ARCH departments, Yim and Braham have founded the Inte-
grated Produce Design program a decade ago and interact regularly. Between Penn and Princeton 
architecture, Braham, Aviv and Meggers work together regularly. 

Prof. Mark Yim, MEAM, Univ. of Penn., spent 8 years at Xerox PARC  16 years at Penn. 
His research focuses on building complex electro-mechanical systems. He has led two $1mil+  
per year DARPA projects and led many multi-university contracts totaling $10mil+. He has au-
thored 66 US and international patents with over $100mil in revenue and started two companies. 

Asst Prof. Paris Perdikaris, MEAM, Univ. of Penn, focuses on the analysis and design of 
complex physical systems using machine learning, stochastic modeling, computational mechan-
ics, and high-performance computing. He has received the DOE Early Career Award (2018), the 
AFOSR Young Investigator Award (2019). 

Emeritus Prof. Portonova Ayyaswami, MEAM, Univ. of Penn for 45 years, now also ad-
junct at UCLA. He has made seminal contributions on multi-phase flow and heat/mass transfer 
including condensation, evaporation, adsorption/desorption with moving droplets/bubbles. He is 
the Editor-in Chief of the ASME Journal of Heat Transfer. He received the highest international 
honor for heat transfer research from AICE / ASME, The Max Jakob Memorial Award (2014). 

 Prof. William W. Braham, ARCH Univ. of Penn., has worked on energy and buildings for 
over 30 years. He is the director of the Center for Environmental Building and Design. Recent 
projects include the reduction of energy consumption of Mongolian dwellings and a self-cooling 
exterior wall that absorbs water vapor overnight and evaporates it in the day. 

Asst. Prof. Dr. Dorit Aviv, ARCH Univ. of Penn. is the director of the Thermal Architecture 
Lab, focused on building-scale heat-transfer. She is a licensed architect with experience in inte-
grated building systems. Her recent projects include the construction of full-scale prototypes for 
high-efficiency cooling strategies for both the hot-humid and hot-dry climates 

Asst. Prof. Forrest Meggers, is jointly at Princeton Andlinger Center for Energy & the En-
vironment and the School of Arch. He has worked with thermal systems for decades including 
some of the highest COP (>18) heat pumps ever built for integrated radiant heating and cooling.  
As a side project he has researched the Princeton-Prudential ice storage system at Enerplex. 

The facilities required for this effort include prototyping/testing the thermal diode effort and 
test sites for the field tests. We plan multiple large scale prototypes in Philadelphia in year 1, full 
scale prototype in Philadelphia in year 2, and refined prototypes tested in Boston area in year 3.  
PI Yim is the director of the GRASP lab which includes 10,000 nsf lab and fabrication space and 
over $1mil of mechanical and electronic fabrication and staff to support. Both Penn and Prince-
ton have instrumented indoor and outdoor spaces available for field tests including thermal im-
agers and temperature logging sensors.
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